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ABC Plan Comparison

Fund Name Ticker Inception
Date

Net
Exp Ratio

Gross
Exp Ratio

3 Month
Total

YTD 1 Year
Total

3 Year
Annual

5 Year
Annual

10 Year
Annual

Since
Inception

3 Year
Std. Dev.

Vanguard Value Index Fund (I) VIVIX 11/02/1992 0.04% 0.04% 14.67% -2.05% -2.05% 8.22% 8.57% 11.92% 7.08% 20.49%

Fidelity Advisor Large Cap Fund (A) FALAX 02/20/1996 0.80% 0.80% 12.53% -8.16% -8.16% 7.76% 8.29% 11.71% 8.27% 22.76%

Fidelity Large Cap Value Enhanced Index Fund FLVEX 04/19/2007 0.39% 0.39% 12.31% -6.47% -6.47% 7.81% 7.55% 11.10% 6.69% 21.25%

Category Average (Large Value)   -- -- 12.77% -5.90% -5.90% 6.96% 7.03% 10.23% -- --

S&P 500 Value Index   -- -- 13.59% -5.22% -5.22% 6.26% 7.58% 10.86% -- --

Vanguard Institutional Index Fund (I) VINIX 07/31/1990 0.035% 0.035% 7.55% -18.14% -18.14% 7.64% 9.40% 12.53% 9.85% 21.16%

Fidelity Large Cap Core Enhanced Index Fund FLCEX 04/19/2007 0.39% 0.39% 7.58% -16.20% -16.20% 8.85% 9.73% 12.52% 8.41% 20.48%

Category Average (Large Blend)   -- -- 8.27% -16.96% -16.96% 6.88% 8.26% 11.31% -- --

S&P 500 Index   -- -- 7.56% -18.11% -18.11% 7.65% 9.42% 12.56% -- --

Vanguard Mid-Cap Index Fund (I) VMCIX 05/21/1998 0.04% 0.04% 9.01% -18.70% -18.70% 6.18% 7.32% 11.11% 9.56% 23.60%

Fidelity Flex Mid Cap Index Fund FLAPX 03/09/2017 -- -- 9.14% -17.29% -17.29% 5.96% 7.16% -- 8.55% 23.90%

Category Average (Mid-Cap Blend)   -- -- 9.63% -14.01% -14.01% 6.15% 6.29% 9.81% -- --

S&P MidCap 400 Index   -- -- 10.78% -13.06% -13.06% 7.22% 6.71% 10.78% -- --

Vanguard Small-Cap Growth Index Fund (I) VSGIX 05/21/1998 0.06% 0.06% 3.03% -28.39% -28.39% 0.80% 5.10% 9.27% 8.41% 25.67%

Fidelity Advisor Small Cap Growth Fund (I) FCIGX 11/03/2004 1.04% 1.04% 5.23% -25.35% -25.35% 4.00% 7.91% 12.76% 10.65% 24.83%

Category Average (Small Growth)   -- -- 4.18% -27.77% -27.77% 4.05% 6.60% 10.20% -- --

S&P SmallCap 600 Growth Index   -- -- 6.98% -21.08% -21.08% 4.99% 6.11% 11.13% -- --

Vanguard Total Bond Market Index Fund (I) VBTIX 12/11/1986 0.035% 0.035% 1.67% -13.15% -13.15% -2.73% 0.01% 1.02% 4.22% 5.89%

Category Average (Intermediate Core Bond)   -- -- 1.57% -13.32% -13.32% -2.74% -0.16% 0.89% -- --

Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index   -- -- 1.87% -13.01% -13.01% -2.71% 0.02% 1.06% -- --

Vanguard Balanced Index Fund (I) VBAIX 11/09/1992 0.06% 0.06% 4.90% -16.87% -16.87% 3.39% 5.52% 7.79% 6.23% 14.33%

Fidelity Balanced Fund FBALX 11/06/1986 0.50% 0.50% 5.10% -18.19% -18.19% 5.81% 7.18% 8.94% 9.05% 16.48%

Category Average (Allocation--50% to 70% Equity)   -- -- 5.69% -13.64% -13.64% 2.89% 4.13% 6.21% -- --

S&P Target Risk Growth Index   -- -- 6.97% -15.27% -15.27% 1.81% 3.48% 6.02% -- --

Funds Not Mapped             

Fidelity Total Bond Fund FTBFX 10/15/2002 0.45% 0.45% 2.13% -12.90% -12.90% -1.65% 0.75% 1.77% 3.91% 6.47%

Proposed Funds Existing Funds
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DISCLAIMERS 
This information was prepared by DST Retirement Solutions, LLC (DST RS) and is intended for distribution to retirement plans, HSAs and HRAs. Copyright 2021 Morningstar, Inc. and DST RS. All Rights Reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is
proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content providers or to DST RS; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither DST RS nor Morningstar and its content providers are responsible for any damages
or losses arising from any use of this information. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Neither Morningstar, Inc. nor DST RS have made implied or actual recommendations for action in this report. In providing access to and/or preparing this report, neither Morningstar nor DST RS shall be deemed an agent, fiduciary or co-fiduciary to, of or for
any Plan. Although the information contained within this report has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, DST RS does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, completeness or availability of any information. Information is subject to change
without notice.

There are no warranties, conditions, guaranties or representations, whether expressed or implied, in law or in fact, oral or in writing. Without limiting the foregoing, DST RS, its affiliates and each information provider or other third-party supplier expressly
disclaims any condition of quality and any implied warranty of title, non-infringement, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Under no circumstances will DST RS, its affiliates, their employees, contractors, agents or any information provider or
other third-party supplier be liable for any indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages for any errors in the information contained in this report or for any actions taken in reliance thereon, including lost profits, regardless of whether such damages
could have been foreseen or prevented.

Performance quoted represents past performance and cannot guarantee future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance shown. Investment return and principal value will fluctuate. An investor's shares, when redeemed,
may be worth more or less than their original purchase price. Performance includes the reinvestment of dividends and capital gains. Performance may be hypothetical performance from an older share class and restated by Morningstar to reflect any
expense differences between the share classes.

Unless otherwise noted, data displayed are from Morningstar, Inc. or are based on Morningstar data. Historical data may be from S&P or be based on S&P data. All peer group ranks are calculated or assigned by DST RS. Peer group ranks for performance,
Standard Deviation, Beta, Alpha, R-Squared, Treynor, Sharpe, Sortino and Expense Ratio are truncated to clarify when a standard has been met or surpassed. For example, funds with 24.1% and 24.9% peer group ranks for 1-Year Returns are listed as 24%
to indicate that they would fail a 25% standard. Net Assets and Manager Tenure data also are truncated. For example, $49.1 million and $49.9 million for Net Assets are listed as $49 million to indicate that they would fail a $50 million standard.

The portfolio manager is the individual (or individuals) responsible for the overall fund strategy, as well as the buying and selling decisions of the securities in a fund’s portfolio. If one manager is considered the lead manager for the fund, that individual’s
name, along with the individual’s tenure, is listed. If more than one manager is designated as a lead manager, the lead manager with the longest tenure is listed. If no manager is identified as lead manager, the manager with the longest tenure is listed.

Total Assets displayed include the assets for all share classes of a fund. Total Assets are reported as of the end of the most recent month available to Morningstar.

The Morningstar Rating for funds, commonly called the Star Rating, is a measure of a fund’s risk-adjusted return, relative to funds in its category. Funds are ranked from one to five stars. Funds are ranked within their categories and stars are assigned as
follows: Top 10% – 5 Stars; Next 22.5% – 4 Stars; Middle 35% - 3 Stars; Next 22.5% - 2 Stars; Bottom 10% - 1 Star.

Alpha, Beta and R-squared statistics are calculated using the broad asset class benchmark as determined by Morningstar. Morningstar does not provide Alpha, Beta and R-squared statistics using the broad asset class benchmark for money market funds,
and therefore these statistics do not appear for money market funds.

Morningstar groups funds in categories based on the fund’s underlying portfolio holdings (portfolio statistics and compositions over the past three years). If a fund is new, Morningstar will estimate where the fund will fall until a more permanent category can
be assigned. A fund’s category may change based on current information.

An asterisk (*) next to a fund name indicates that the data for the fund has been provided by sources outside of Morningstar, DST RS and their content providers and is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Please contact your specific plan
representative for more information regarding this data.
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